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The Nazis justified their attempt to exterminate the Jews by claiming that they were only

defending themselves against Jewish plans to destroy Germany and its population. I show

how the Nazis used the same the same words to discuss both claims, and how they argued

that just as the Jews were serious about exterminating Germany, they were equally

serious about exterminating the Jews. Since the argument for annihilating the Jews was

hard to make in the mass media, the Nazis put it most strongly in word-of-mouth

propaganda using speakers and public meetings.
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How does one argue for genocide?

Thousands of books and articles examine the ways in which various German

bureaucracies competed and cooperated to implement the Holocaust.1 Much has also

been written on the public discourse of Nazi anti-Semitism, particularly on what

Adolf Hitler and Joseph Goebbels said and wrote.2 However, although the Nazi party

considered public meetings and word-of-mouth propaganda critical ways of reaching

the masses, these areas have been largely neglected in previous work on German

propaganda.

This essay examines two important aspects of the Nazi public argument for

killing the Jews. First, I show how the claim that the Jews were attempting to

destroy Germany and the Germans was used to justify Nazi efforts to murder

Jews, focusing on the use of a remarkable 1941 American book, Theodore N.

Kaufman’s Germany Must Perish! , widely used by the Nazi propaganda apparatus

from 1941 to 1945. Second, I examine not only the anti-Semitic material in the

mass media with a national audience, but also blunter material intended for

more limited audiences. Examining the full range of Nazi anti-Semitic propaganda
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provides a new understanding of what the Third Reich told its citizens about

its genocidal policies in print and orally, when it was said, and how persuasive it

was.

Background

The basic Nazi argument was that exterminating Jews was a necessary defensive

measure. Because Jews were determined to destroy Germany, Germans had no choice

but to destroy the Jews first. Since both claims were monstrous and hard to believe,

the Nazis were forced to argue repeatedly that the Jews were serious about

exterminating Germans, and (less often) that they in turn were grimly serious about

exterminating Jews. The war was a matter of ‘‘life or death’’ in a literal sense.

Germany or the Jews would perish.

There is considerable controversy about the way the Nazi movement decided to kill

the Jews. When did the Nazis decide on the Holocaust, and how centrally involved

was Adolf Hitler? I do not propose to join that debate, but rather will summarize

what is generally accepted, and proceed to what Nazi propaganda said.

The Nazis themselves needed time to determine what they were going to do about

the ‘‘Jewish Question.’’ There was no central plan or intention to kill the Jews when

Hitler took power in 1933. The Nazis began with efforts, both legal and otherwise, to

make the lives of German Jews as unpleasant as possible. In the 1930s, they

encouraged German Jews to emigrate to just about anywhere. Despite Kristallnacht in

November 1938 and other anti-Semitic measures, the Nazis were still encouraging

emigration when the war began, and for at least a year thereafter.

Although Nazism succeeded in expelling about half of the 600,000 Jews who were

in Germany when they took power in 1933, the conquest of Poland suddenly brought

nearly 2,000,000 additional Jews under German control. This was a problem. Still,

until the invasion of Russia, the German leadership thought that the ‘‘Final Solution,’’

the nature of which was still murky, could be postponed until after German victory.

The shift to murder began with the realization that the war in Russia would bring still

more millions of Jews under German control, and also that different rules could be

followed. In a war against ‘‘subhumans,’’ murder became easier. It became conceivable

that all the Jews of Europe could be killed. By the fall of 1941, both Nazi practice and

Nazi rhetoric increasingly suggested a policy of mass murder. Germans throughout

the tangled organizational apparatus of the Third Reich had determined to kill as

many Jews as they could. There probably was not a written order from Hitler, but that

was not necessary. His thinking was sufficiently clear to those around him, and the

Nazi system encouraged fanaticism more than caution in carrying out the Führer’s

wishes.

But how did things look to a typical German? What did average Germans, who

probably did not like Jews very much, but who also would have been reluctant to kill

them, read and hear?
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The Nazi Claim that Jews Planned to Destroy Germany

Until the beginning of 1939, a reasonably attentive German citizen had no solid

reason to conclude that the Nazi goal was to exterminate the Jews. It was clear the

Nazis hated Jews, but their rhetoric did not lead average Germans (or the rest of the

world) to expect genocide.

On January 30, 1939, Hitler gave a speech to the Reichstag that set the model for

Nazi anti-Semitic argumentation until 1945. In a frequently cited passage, he made

what he called a prophecy:

If international finance Jewry within Europe and abroad should succeed once more
in plunging the peoples into a world war, then the consequence will be not the
Bolshevization of the world and therewith a victory of Jewry, but on the contrary,
the destruction of the Jewish race in Europe.3

There are three significant things about this passage. First, Hitler claimed that the

war, should it come, would be caused by the Jews. Germany would only be defending

itself. Second, he asserted that although the Jewish goal would be to destroy Germany,

war would instead lead to the ‘‘destruction of the Jewish race in Europe.’’ As we shall

see, his meaning was not clear at the time. Third, the date is important*/this was

seven months before the war began. Within the context of the speech, it is not

necessary (or even reasonable) to conclude that Hitler is speaking of the physical

destruction of Jews. Rather, he suggested that the rest of Europe would solve the

‘‘Jewish Question’’ in the way Germany had done*/through propaganda: ‘‘[T]he

effectiveness of an enlightenment will once more display its might. Within Germany,

this enlightenment conquered Jewry utterly in the span of a few years.’’ When Hitler

spoke, he still hoped to achieve his goals without war, or at least to postpone war

until he had completed his military preparations.

However, when Hitler quoted the passage in his speeches during the war, he always

said that he had made the remark on September 1, 1939 (the outbreak of World War

II) rather than January 30, 1939. The repeated slip of memory is significant. The

‘‘prophecy’’ has a different meaning if made during war. In that context, the word

‘‘destruction’’ takes on a physical connotation missing in peace, and Hitler wanted to

make it clear that he was absolutely serious about his threat to destroy the Jews. In

dating the statement at the outbreak of war, he gave it a new context, and harsher

import.

All subsequent Nazi propaganda followed Hitler’s basic line, intensifying in tone as

the war progressed. Although Hitler and the Nazis suppressed the details of the

Holocaust, they clearly and publicly made the argument that the destruction of the

Jews was Germany’s response to Jewish plans to destroy Germany, using words in

both cases that I shall consistently translate as destroy (vernichten), wipe out

(auslöschen), exterminate (ausrotten), and extirpate (ausmerzen).4 These words were

repeated regularly in public not only by Hitler and Goebbels, but also by leading Nazi

books and periodicals and in the speeches and conversations of hundreds of

thousands of Nazi propagandists, who were instructed to use these and similar words

in presenting Nazi thinking to ordinary citizens.
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Before the Invasion of the Soviet Union

Although there are traces of the Nazi claim that Jewish world domination would

destroy humanity from the beginning of Hitler’s movement, they are scattered and

unclear before the invasion of the Soviet Union. For example, in Mein Kampf , Hitler

asserted that the world would spin through space, empty of humanity, were the Jews

to dominate the planet.5 In the lead-up to the war, and in its first two years (before

the invasion of Russia), the Nazis regularly accused England, and sometimes the

United States, of plotting Germany’s destruction. In December 1939, Goebbels

instructed his propaganda staff to make the argument that the ‘‘the other side is

determined to annihilate [vernichten] Germany for good,’’ and ordered that enemy

threats against Germany were to be collected for use in later propaganda.6 In his

January 1, 1940 proclamation, Hitler said: ‘‘For there is one thing we all know for

certain, National Socialists: the Jewish-capitalist enemy of the world facing us knows

but one goal*/to destroy Germany, to destroy our German Volk!’’7

The Nazi worldview was flexible, but at its core was the conviction that all of its

enemies were ultimately held together by ‘‘cement of the Jews,’’ to use Goebbels’

phrase. Both communism (or, as the Nazis preferred, the more threatening term

‘‘Bolshevism’’) and capitalism (or ‘‘plutocracy,’’ in Nazi terminology), however they

might seem to be in conflict on the surface, were united in the service of the Jewish

drive for world domination. The center of the threat varied. From 1936 to 1939, for

example, Bolshevism was the focus of propaganda’s enmity. When the Nazi�/Soviet

pact was signed in August 1939, anti-Bolshevist attacks vanished instantly, rather to

the confusion of the propaganda system. After the war began, England (and to a

lesser degree France and later the United States) became the major target. Hitler’s

major speeches in 1940 contained relatively little anti-Semitism, but a great deal of

calumny against the British.

One way to track the focus of Nazi propaganda is to consider the Parole der Woche ,

a weekly propaganda poster put out by the party’s central propaganda office

(Reichspropagandaleitung). Around 70,000 copies were printed, and they were posted

in public places throughout the country.8 The propaganda system viewed it as a

central way of reaching the public, as it exemplified the central message of each week.

Of the first 36 issues in 1939, 17 had at least some anti-Semitic content. Then the war

began. Between September 1939 and June 1941, only nine issues mentioned the Jews,

often in passing. The focus was on Britain, with a variety of claims that England

wanted to destroy Germany. A December 1939 issue asserted that the British intended

to wipe out German manhood and marry German women to foreigners as a way of

destroying the German race.9 In August 1940, an Englishman’s letter to a newspaper

was the focus: ‘‘To be frank, I favor exterminating every living creature in Germany,

man, woman, and child, bird and insect. I would not leave even a blade of grass.

Germany must become more desolate than the Sahara.’’10 Three other issues over the

period stated that Britain’s goal was to destroy Germany.11

The entire Nazi propaganda system followed similar lines. Anti-Semitism did not

disappear, but the focus was on Britain as the main enemy. For example, Lustige
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Blätter */a weekly magazine of humor and satire*/had 21 issues (about 20%) with

some mention of the Jews between the outbreak of the war and the invasion of Russia,

but every issue satirized England, including all but four front covers between January

1940 and June 1941. The argument that the Jews were behind England did not

change, but the Jews were less prominent than England.

The same was true in other newspapers and magazines. The focus was on England,

with frequent claims that it wanted to destroy Germany, though there was no

concerted effort to argue that England planned the physical destruction of Germany

and its entire population. Until the invasion of Russia, the average German who

attended to the media would probably have concluded that the consequences of

losing the war would be more serious than those following from the Treaty of

Versailles (which had been a major target of Nazi propaganda), but that Germany and

its population in some form would continue to exist.

The Impact of the Invasion of the Soviet Union

The situation changed on June 22, 1941. From then to the end of the war, with

increasing intensity, the Nazis argued that losing the war would mean the literal end

of Germany as a nation and the death of its population, though propaganda never

quite agreed on how that would happen. At this point, too, the focus shifted to the

Jews as the prime force behind all Allied plans to destroy Germany.

In his proclamation to the nation when the invasion began, Hitler claimed to have

acted at the last possible moment to save not only Germany, but also Europe itself,

from destruction: ‘‘The results of the actions of this [Soviet] regime would have

brought chaos, misery and starvation to all these nations.’’12 In his order of the day to

the Wehrmacht , he stated that ‘‘the existence of our Volk’’ was in their hands.13

Since the Nazis kept the invasion plans secret, there was no way to prepare

propagandists for the abrupt change in the nature of the war. They initially failed to

realize the Jews were the new target. Gauleiter Eigruber in former Austria, for

example, gave a speech the day after the beginning of the invasion in which he

claimed the invasion would not prolong the war at all, but rather that it was necessary

to free all resources for the final blow against England.14 Even Goebbels took time to

adjust. On July 6, he published an article in the Völkischer Beobachter, the party’s daily

newspaper, which claimed the Soviets had been planning to ‘‘plunge into the heart of

Europe. Human imagination is insufficient to picture what would have happened if

their animal hordes had flooded into Germany and the West.’’15 There was only

passing mention of the Jews.

Soon, however, the whole system was promoting the message that Jews were

behind the attack that Bolshevism had planned on Germany, and that the German

response had occurred at the last possible moment. Goebbels wrote a weekly lead

article for Das Reich , the most prestigious German weekly. These essays set the tone

for Nazi propaganda, both in print and verbally. Preprints were sent to tens of

thousands of propagandists and party leaders around the country, and after

November 1941, they were read over the radio. They were widely reprinted in other
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periodicals. On July 20, his Das Reich lead was titled ‘‘Mimickry.’’ The article was an

attack on the Jews, maintaining that they were behind both Bolshevism and

plutocracy. ‘‘Secretly, they were planning to strangle us.’’16 Still, the claims were

that Jews were out to conquer the world and enslave the rest of humanity, rather than

murder them. A flood of magazine and newspaper articles argued that Germany had

been rescued at the last possible moment from a long-prepared Bolshevist attack.

In September 1941, the Niebelungen-Verlag, which had close ties to Himmler’s SS,

published a 128-page booklet titled Why War with Stalin? It was prefaced with

Hitler’s assertion that, were the Jews to triumph, all life on earth would cease. It

provided a picture of life in the Soviet Union calculated to make any reader

shudder.17 Several other mass pamphlets on Bolshevism were soon released, and the

Nazi party’s propaganda office organized a major anti-Bolshevist exhibition that

traveled to large cities.18

Theodore N. Kaufman and Germany Must Perish!

A month after the invasion came one of the most peculiar propaganda elements of

the war: Theodore N. Kaufman’s Germany Must Perish! Kaufman was a 31-year-old

American Jew who owned a theater ticket agency in New Jersey. In March 1941, he

self-published a 100-page book that called for the sterilization of the entire German

population (excepting only Jews and those no longer fertile). It would be inhumane,

he wrote, to kill the Germans, but sterilization would eliminate them within two

generations. He also included a map proposing the partition of German territory

among neighboring nations. As he wrote in the introduction, Germany had been a

source of misery for the rest of the world from its beginning:

This time Germany has forced a TOTAL WAR upon the world.

As a result, she must be prepared to pay a TOTAL PENALTY.

And there is one, and only one , such Total Penalty:

Germany must perish forever!

In fact*/not in fancy!19

Kaufman had earlier presented himself as the president (and perhaps sole member)

of the American Federation of Peace, which in 1939 had urged Congress either to stay

out of Europe’s war, or to sterilize all Americans to keep their children from

becoming homicidal monsters. He did have a gift for public relations. Before

reviewers received his book, a small black coffin came in the mail announcing that his

book would arrive the next day.20 Kaufman’s effort got limited attention in the United

States, generally negative, though he, in the fashion of film publicists, found several

passages that could be made to sound positive to include in his second printing.21

That would have been the end of it, but copies made their way to Germany.

Although the United States was not yet a combatant, the Nazis immediately presented

Kaufman’s book as the official American plan to deal with Germany. On July 23,

1941, a month after the invasion of Russia, a Berlin press conference revealed

Kaufman’s plan. The next day, the Völkischer Beobachter ran a story that covered most
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of the front page: ‘‘The Product of Criminal Jewish Sadism: Roosevelt Demands the

Sterilization of the German People.’’ The article stated that ‘‘Theodor Kaufmann’’22

had ‘‘a monstrous plan for the extermination of the German people and the total

fragmentation of Germany,’’ noting that he was president of the American Federation

of Peace and

one of the closest advisers to the New York Jew Samuel Roseman [sic], who as is
well known provides advice and assistance in speechwriting to the current president
of the United States, Roosevelt. . . . Given the close relationship of the writer to the
White House, this monstrous war program can be seen as a synthesis of genuine
Talmudic hatred and Roosevelt’s views on foreign policy.23

The story received prime coverage in other German newspapers as well. Many articles

followed in the German press, all of which claimed that Kaufman’s proposal was

incontrovertible proof of international Jewry’s intent physically to destroy Germany

and its people.24 Das Reich avoided commentary, simply carrying particularly

startling passages from Kaufman’s book.25 Significant parts were read over national

radio. It is important to remember that from July to September 1941, Third Reich

bureaucracies were engaged in energetic and explicit internal discussions on killing

the Jews, discussions reflected in more general terms in public discourse.26

But that was only the beginning. Joseph Goebbels read Kaufman’s book early in

August. In his diary, he expressed outrage, then wrote:

This Jew did a real service for the enemy [German] side. Had he written this book
for us, he could not have made it any better. I will have this published in an edition
of millions for Germany and above all for the front, and will write the forward and
afterward myself.27

Goebbels realized that Kaufman’s diatribe had little significance in the United States,

but that did not prevent him from recognizing its propaganda value.28 Goebbels

discussed Kaufman’s book with Hitler a few weeks later, who was also outraged.

Rather than adhering to his original thought of translating the full book into

German (Goebbels feared copyright, of all things*/since the U.S. was not yet in the

war, violating an American copyright might damage German publishing), he

instructed Wolfgang Diewerge, an experienced propagandist with four previous

anti-Semitic mass pamphlets to his credit, to prepare a pamphlet summarizing

Kaufman’s plan. Diewerge’s 32-page work appeared toward the end of September

1941 under the title The War Aim of World Plutocracy.29 Goebbels wrote the last page,

an appeal to the German people, although he did not sign his name, as he preferred

to avoid the suggestion that it was an official publication.30 He ordered five million

copies printed.31 American journalist Howard Smith, then in Berlin, noted that sales

there initially were good, but afterwards copies were being given to people along with

their ration cards.32

A month later, the Nazis even produced a four-page flyer to remind people of

Diewerge’s pamphlet. It had mass distribution. Wearing the Star of David had

become mandatory for the remaining Jews in Germany on September 1, 1941. The

flyer’s cover, in large letters, announced: ‘‘When you see this symbol . . .’’ Beneath the
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words was the Jewish star. The interior urged people to read Diewerge’s pamphlet.33 It

justified the yellow star by claiming that its wearers in Germany were part of the

international Jewish conspiracy that was working to implement Kaufman’s proposal

to destroy Germany, thus suggesting that the anti-Semitic measure had been taken in

self-defense, just as Germany was waging war in self-defense.

Diewerge focused on Kaufman’s proposal to partition Germany among the

surrounding states and to sterilize its population. He stressed that the Jews meant

exactly what Kaufman said:

As monstrous as a plan to cold-bloodedly exterminate a people of 80 million is, and

as much as one may be inclined to consider it impossible and unbelievable, World

Jewry is serious. We would not be the first people to be murdered by the Jews.34

And Diewerge made the clear conclusion that the appropriate German response was

to wipe out the Jews:

[This] is not a war of the past, which can find its end in a balancing of interests.

It is a matter of who shall live in Europe in the future: the white race with its

cultural values and creativity, with its industry and joy in life, or Jewish

subhumanity ruling over the stupid, joyless, enslaved masses doomed to death.35

The pamphlet received full coverage, and not only in newspapers. A weekly

newsletter called the Zeitschriften-Dienst provided instructions and background

material for magazine editors. On October 3, 1941, it ordered editors to give good

coverage to Diewerge’s pamphlet.36 A week later, it carried an article titled ‘‘The Tasks

of Women’s and Family Magazines in the Third Year of the War.’’ Among other

things, it instructed editors to intensify anti-Semitic arguments: ‘‘The recently

published book by the Jew Kaufmann [sic], which displays boundless hatred against

everything German, offers the best starting point for such observations.’’37 Several

weeks later, the NS Frauen-Warte , the party’s biweekly for women, carried an article

that followed the directive entirely. The Jews, it claimed, wanted to exterminate the

German people by sterilizing them and destroying family life. Kaufman’s pamphlet

was cited. And the attempt was again made to claim that the Jews were entirely

serious in their goals:

As terrible and unbelievable as this product of a Jewish brain may seem to us, its

outline proves to us how clearly and realistically the plan has been thought out, and

shows the means with which Jewry intends to realize it.38

The Zeitschriften-Dienst carried many later articles advising magazine editors of ways

to make the anti-Semitic arguments.

Other confidential material for the press also stressed Kaufman’s book. During

anti-Semitic campaigns in 1943, for example, the Politischer Dienst , a confidential

newsletter for editors published by the Propaganda Ministry, carried references to

it.39 Two officials in the ministry published twice-monthly sets of index cards of

quotations useful for journalists that also included citations from Kaufman.40

At least as important as the press, from the Nazi viewpoint, was its corps of

propagandists that reached down to the neighborhood level. The extensive party
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speaker system instructed speakers to emphasize the Jewish threat.41 For example, the

information material that went to several thousand party speakers gave considerable

attention to Kaufman in December 1941:

The final clarity as to the fate of the German people were it to lose this war forced
upon it by Jews and plutocrats is shown to us by the Jew Theodore Nathan
Kaufman in his book ‘‘Germany Must Perish!’’

After summarizing the standard Kaufman material, speakers were told that they

would encounter citizens who simply could not believe such a satanic plan could be

real. The response was to be:

One must realize that this race is capable of thoughts and actions like no other race
and no other person on this earth. Were it not an insult to the creatures God has
made, one would want to compare the members of this race to animals.42

A year later, speakers were told to make anti-Semitism the center of all coming

meetings. They were reminded of the Kaufman plan, and told to insist on the

seriousness of Jewish plans to destroy Germany.43 In December 1943, material went

to speakers to women, reminding them of the Kaufman material, and stressing that

the enemy goal was to exterminate the German people.44 There was much more along

this line.

To coordinate propaganda, the Reich Ring for National Socialist Propaganda and

People’s Enlightenment, with offices at the national, Gau (regional), county, and local

levels, brought together not only party propagandists, but also those in every

conceivable organization with any influence at all on public opinion, down to

gardening societies.45 Each Gau ring office held regular meetings for propagandists

and published a newsletter. Local rings were supposed to meet at least monthly. The

major focus was on oral propaganda, as a typical passage from a ring newsletter

suggests: ‘‘Word-of-mouth propaganda has always been the most important part of

the work of Gau , county, and local propaganda ring activity.’’46

The ring organization instructed propagandists throughout the country to

promote Diewerge’s booklet. Gau Moselland’s coverage in mid-October 1941 is

typical:

The pamphlet must be read by every German, since it is not fantasy or fiction, but
rather a sober and factual account of the true intentions of World Jewry. We must
be sure that the pamphlet is available in every bookstore and newsstand. Party
members must see to it that the pamphlet is not read once and set it aside. The
material must be kept constantly in the minds of our people’s comrades until the
end of the war, or at least to the end of this winter.47

There were regular injunctions to propagandists thereafter to remind citizens of

Kaufman’s plan, as well as of other alleged plans to destroy Germany.

The Parole der Woche posters of August 6,48 September 13, October 1, October

29,49 and December 10, 1941, and August 19, 194250 emphasized the Kaufman plan.

A poster released in fall 1941 carried the large heading ‘‘Germany must perish!’’ It

went on to say that since Germans knew that the enemy plan was to destroy them,

their only answer was to fight and work for victory.51
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There were steady references to Kaufman, usually in connection with other threats

against Germany from the Allied camp, for the rest of the war in every form of Nazi

media. Late in 1944, with the war’s end in sight, Kaufman made his last major

appearance in a widely distributed booklet titled Never! Released by the party’s

publishing house, it summarized many alleged Allied plans to destroy Germany,

including a five-page section on ‘‘Theodor Nathan Kaufman,’’ who was still ‘‘a

prominent and well-known Jewish personality who belongs to Roosevelt’s so-called

Brain Trust, which provides intellectual and political advice to the American

president.’’52 We have reviewed only a small amount of the propaganda material

on Kaufman. A German at the time could not have missed encountering the message

repeatedly.

Other Claims of Jewish Malevolence

I have examined Kaufman at length since he received such attention from the

propaganda system, but he was only a part of the enormous collection of evidence the

Nazis collected to build the case that the enemy goal was the complete destruction of

Germany. No enemy comment, whatever the credibility of its maker, was taken as

anything other than the firm intent of the Allied leadership, and of the Jews who were

allegedly behind them. Two common citations, each of which appeared in many

pamphlets and articles, are typical. One Reverend Whipp, an Anglican cleric, had a

letter published in September 1940 that said: ‘‘The orders for the Royal Air Force’s

bombers should be: Wipe out the Germans. I say it plainly. If I could wipe Germany

from the map, I would. The more Nazis are killed, the happier I am.’’ A correspondent

for the British Daily Express wrote on February 9, 1943:

After the war is over, one must cut the German claws, take away all their industry,

establish a quarantine around Germany, and let the Germans stew for a generation

in their own juices. No one in Britain or America needs to concern himself if they
perish as a result. Whole nations have been exterminated in the past. What remains

of the Aztecs, for example?53

There were also statements by more prominent Allied leaders (e.g., Duff Cooper,

Lord Vansittart, the Morgenthau Plan) that the Nazis eagerly repeated. The claims

bombarded Germans from many directions.54

The Nazis spent considerable effort attempting to persuade Germans that such

statements were not the isolated statements of crackpots or people of no influence.

We have already seen that the totally insignificant Theodore N. Kaufman was

transformed into a member of Roosevelt’s Brain Trust, even allegedly taking dictation

from the president. Repeatedly, Germans were told that Germany’s enemies, most

notably the Jews, were not speaking metaphorically when they talked of destroying

Germany and the Germans. In November 1941, Goebbels wrote in Das Reich that

Germany’s enemies were not in full agreement about exactly what to do to Germany.

One calls for the dissolution of our military and economic unity, another for

dividing us into smaller states, a third for birth control and the reduction of our
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population to ten million, a fourth for the sterilization of every one of us under the
age of sixty. But they all agree on one thing: in the firm resolve that if they once
again defeat Germany, we must this time be crushed, destroyed, exterminated, and
wiped out.55

It is hard to be more forceful than that.

Nazi propaganda worked to persuade Germans that, were Germany’s enemies to

win the war, they would not go just after Nazi leaders, particularly when internal

reports after Stalingrad found that many citizens expected that the Russians would

hang leading Nazis and leave average citizens alone. The party launched one of its

anti-Bolshevist propaganda campaigns in February 1943, just after Goebbels’ ‘‘Total

War’’ speech. One of the main points was:

The fate that would befall the German people, each person without exception,
under Bolshevism must be made clear. As the Führer said in his proclamation [of
January 30, 1943], the lot of millions of Germans would be the hardest and most
miserable slave labor in the Siberian tundra. The wretched existence of millions of
working people in the Soviet Union, the ruthless system of forced labor, and the
horrible conditions in the forced labor camps speak clearly and make brutally clear
what the fate of our working people would be.56

Goebbels stressed looming danger in a major anti-Semitic article in early May 1943:

‘‘Do not think that the Old Testament tirades of their newspapers and radio are

merely political propaganda. They would carry it all out to the letter, should they

have the opportunity.’’57 Or as Goitsch wrote late in 1944:

The enemy war leadership has proved in these five years that this is a concrete plan,
not mere fantasy. The extermination and enslavement of not only the German, but
all the European peoples, is at the center of the enemy’s goals.58

Nazism’s propagandists realized that citizens had read so many claims that Jews

were out to destroy them that the media had lost much of their power. They therefore

stressed the theme in injunctions to propagandists at the lower level. Propaganda ring

newsletters encouraged propagandists to press the argument that Jews were out to

destroy everything German. For example, the ring newsletter for the Wester-Ems

region carried a standard list of quotations with dire threats against Germany, noting

that they were particularly appropriate for word-of-mouth propaganda.59

With various twists and turns in emphasis and intensity, the basic argument from

summer 1941 to the end of the war was that the Allies, directed by the Jews, intended

the complete destruction of the German nation, at the least the deportation of much

of its workforce to Siberia and the reduction of the rest to an agrarian life, and at the

worst their physical extermination. Repeatedly, the claim was made that this was not

an excess of propaganda, rather the plainly stated intent of Germany’s enemies that

they fully intended to realize.

The Nazi Argument for Exterminating Jews

Given the steady Nazi claim that losing the war meant losing everything, the

corresponding Nazi assertion that they were out to exterminate the Jews takes on
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added clarity. The Nazis used exactly the same words to describe their intentions for

the Jews that they used about Jewish intentions for Germany: destroy, exterminate,

extirpate, and wipe out, but with greater circumspection.

In contrast to their remarkably wide range of citations from the Allied side, the

Nazi media did not need to cite obscure priests or crackpots. They could and did cite

Hitler himself, who regularly stated that he meant his words literally. We have already

considered Hitler’s January 30, 1939 speech, which at the time did not necessarily

imply physical annihilation. When it was repeated in a ‘‘Quotation of the Week’’

poster in mid-September 1941, in the midst of an anti-Semitic campaign, it did.60 A

review of Hitler’s public statements reveals his continuing emphasis:

January 30, 1941: ‘‘I would not like to forget to repeat the advice that I gave before

the German Reichstag on September 1, 1939 [sic]; namely, the advice that should

the outside world allow itself to be plunged into a general war by Jewry, then all of

Jewry will be finished in Europe! They may still laugh about this today, just as they

earlier laughed about my prophesies. The coming months and years will show that

I have foreseen things correctly this time also.’’

January 1, 1942: ‘‘The Jew will not exterminate the European peoples, he will

instead become the victim of his own plot.’’

January 30, 1942: ‘‘I wish to avoid making hasty prophesies, but this war will not

end as the Jews imagine, namely, in the extermination of the European-Aryan

peoples; instead, the result of this war will be the annihilation [Vernichtung] of

Jewry.’’

September 30, 1942: Hitler said that he told the Reichstag on September 1, 1939

[sic] that: ‘‘should Jewry instigate an international world war in order to

exterminate the Aryan people of Europe, then not the Aryan people will be

exterminated, but the Jews.’’

November 8, 1942: ‘‘You will remember the Reichstag session in which I declared:

should Jewry imagine itself to be able to bring about an international world war for

the extermination of the European races, then the result will not be the extermination

of the European races, but instead the extermination of Jewry in Europe.’’

February 24, 1943: ‘‘This fight will not end with the planned annihilation

[Vernichtung] of the Aryan but with the extermination of the Jew in Europe.’’61

The concentration of such statements in 1942, when mass executions were in

progress, is striking. One should also remember that Hitler made many more such

statements in private meetings.

It is hard to overemphasize the importance of Hitler’s speeches during the Nazi

period. They were the focus of enormous attention. Every effort was made to

encourage people to listen to the speeches when they were delivered, whether at home

or in public places. Restaurants and pubs turned on their radios, public loudspeakers

broadcast them, and citizens were expected to listen attentively (which they often, but

not always, did). Newspapers generally carried the texts of the speeches, with key

passages highlighted. The following week’s newsreel usually carried a segment. The

texts were printed in books and pamphlets. The Parole der Woche carried Hitler’s
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extermination threat of September 30,1942 (with his incorrect date). Its headline was:

‘‘They will stop laughing!!!’’62 And people paid heed. Confidential morale reports

found that people read Hitler’s speeches with great care, sometimes picking out a

sentence or phrase and speculating at length as to its meaning. The public was more

interested in his statements on the war than on the Jews (for example, people

discussed his promises of new weapons at length), but took note when he said

something new about them.

Hitler was not the only public figure threatening the Jews with annihilation.

Goebbels made frequent statements in speeches and articles. He began one of his

most vehement anti-Semitic articles in November 1941 by looking back to Hitler’s

January 30, 1939 speech (and unlike Hitler, he got the date right). He wrote:

The Jews are receiving a penalty that is certainly hard, but more than deserved.

World Jewry erred in adding up the forces available to it for this war, and now is

gradually experiencing the destruction that it planned for us, and would have

carried out without a second thought if it had possessed the ability.63

In May 1943, he wrote:

None of the Führer’s prophetic words has come so inevitably true as his prediction

that if Jewry succeeded in provoking a second world war, the result would be not

the destruction of the Aryan race, rather the wiping out of the Jewish race.64

There are many more such statements in his articles and speeches.65

Two major anti-Semitic films released in fall 1940 hinted at genocide. Der ewige Jude

(The Eternal Jew), a vituperative pseudo-documentary, closed with Hitler giving his

threatening ‘‘prophecy’’ of January 30, 1939. Jud Süß , a historical drama set in the 18th

century, ended with the Jewish villain hung and all Jews being driven from Stuttgart.

The film’s close made it clear that the example should be followed by later generations.

Both films received the full support of the propaganda system, and were shown for the

remainder of the war by the well-developed party film system that included trucks

with projection equipment to bring films to areas without a movie theater.

The press was more cautious in making the argument for destruction, apart from

the regular quotations from Hitler’s speeches and Goebbels’ articles, although their

statements were clear enough. The Zeitschriften-Dienst instructed editors in April

1943, for example, that: ‘‘The destruction of Jewry is no loss for humanity, rather just

as beneficial for the peoples of the earth as the death penalty or imprisonment for

criminals.’’66

The major exception was Julius Streicher’s Der Stürmer, which regularly called for

the destruction or extermination of the Jews.67 He even published a book of children’s

stories in 1940 comparing Jews to various unpleasant animals. Some concluded with

direct calls for extermination. For example, a story comparing Jews to poisonous

snakes ended:

Just as the danger of poisonous snakes is eliminated only when one has completely

eradicated poisonous snakes, the Jewish question will only be solved when Jewry is

destroyed. . . . If we do not kill the Jewish poisonous serpent, it will kill us!68
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Since even some Nazis saw Streicher as a crackpot, his repeated calls for

extermination did not carry the persuasive force of Hitler or Goebbels, but neither

were they insignificant.69

The most insidious press appearance of the argument was in May 1943, with the

claim that some in Allied countries favored the death of the Jews. The British press

had carried a variety of articles about growing domestic anti-Semitism, which the

Nazis found excellent material for their propaganda. Many newspapers, including the

Völkischer Beobachter, quoted a British sailor’s comment to a journalist on May 13:

‘‘The sooner the Jews are destroyed, the better off the world will be.’’70

Still, the mass media were generally discreet for pragmatic reasons. The Nazis were

sensitive to public opinion, both domestic and international, and knew that revealing

details of the Holocaust would do their cause no good. They thus held most mass

media material to vague, if ominous, generalities. The Zeitschriften-Dienst , for

example, carried this order in December 1943: ‘‘Details on German measures in the

Eastern Jewish areas now under German control may not be mentioned by

magazines.’’71 By then, the major killing had finished.

Speakers and Word-of-Mouth Propaganda

There was, however, another way to get the message across. When the Nazis wanted

to reach the public with an argument that was awkward to present in the press (and

which increasingly lacked credibility), they turned to speakers and word-of-mouth

propaganda. Things could be said that could not be printed. Speakers, in fact, were

regularly told that they were to say things that newspapers could not print.

The argument was stated cautiously, but more directly than in the mass media. Just

after Stalingrad, all of the Gau newsletters repeated Goebbels’ statement that the Jews

were responsible for the death of every single German soldier, and that they would

have to pay. In the context, the nature of that payment was clear. Each German had to

take a stand on the matter, propagandists were told. They were to press their fellow

citizens to affirm anti-Semitic views. But there were more explicit statements. The

newsletter for propagandists in Gau Pommern stated in 1943:

As long as a single Jew remains in the world, he will not stop spreading poison

about Germany. The existence of a single Jew is a source of infection against which

we must protect ourselves. That protection lies only in the most radical and

determined action.72

The Gau Franconia newsletter put it more bluntly, as one might perhaps expect from

Julius Streicher’s Gau , even if he had been deposed for corruption in 1939.

Propaganda’s goal was to present the Jew to people such that they would realize:

Here is your enemy, who will give you no rest as long as he lives. You know your

enemy and his methods. Render him harmless. We know the Jew, we have him by

the throat, and we will not let go until the breath has gone out of him. There can be

no mercy with such a pitiless enemy. One can only fight back according to the

Jewish motto: ‘‘An eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth.’’73
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In such quotations, and in such a context, it is hard to imagine any meaning other

than mass killing.

Speakers were provided with a fuller version of the statement by the English sailor

cited earlier, including these words that all newspaper articles omitted: ‘‘The sooner

Hitler destroys those five million Jews, the better off the world will be.’’74 The

addition of the figure of ‘‘five million’’ gave concreteness to annihilation that the

standard general statements lacked. It was too blunt to print.75

During the first half of 1943, the party conducted two anti-Semitic propaganda

campaigns in which its speakers were instructed to make the case forcefully. On May

5, 1943, speakers were told to stress anti-Semitism in every speech they gave: ‘‘This

war will end with an anti-Semitic world revolution and the destruction of the Jews in

the entire world.’’76 Two weeks later, the point was emphasized again in a directive

titled ‘‘Twilight of the Jews Throughout the World’’77 and, to make sure speakers got

the point, a month later they were told that only the ‘‘total destruction’’ of the Jews

and Bolshevism could bring peace.78

Since there were thousands of Nazi speakers reaching every part of the country, the

message was surely heard. For example, the Gauleiter of Baden-Elsaß made an explicit

claim in May 1943 that the Jews would die when speaking to a mass meeting: ‘‘Either

the Jew will exterminate us, or we will exterminate the Jew. As terrible as this

alternative may seem, we did not bring the idea into the life of the nations, rather

world Jewry did.’’79 This was blunter than what people normally read, and much

similar material probably did not make the newspapers, since they had few pages to

give over to speech reports due to paper shortages (in the speech just cited, the

speaker was the regional party leader, someone a newspaper editor could not ignore).

The message gained added force by being delivered in person by forceful speakers. It

was one thing to read the passage cited earlier, in which a foreigner hoped that Hitler

would destroy the Jews. It was more immediate when a speaker cited the same

passage*/and added that five million Jews should die. A speaker was unlikely to

suggest that Germans should be less anti-Semitic than a British sailor.

Many Gau propaganda ring newsletters had ceased publication due to paper

shortages and the ‘‘total war’’ effort by fall 1944, but other materials reaching lower-

level propagandists were explicitly murderous from mid-1944 to the end. Goebbels’

Reichspropagandaleitung and Robert Ley’s Reichsorganisationsleitung jointly began

publishing the Sprechabenddienst in December 1943, which went to county and local

group propaganda leaders.80 It provided guidance for the regular discussion meetings

they held for citizens of their area, and contained a great deal of anti-Semitic material,

including regular accusations that the Jews and their puppets were out to destroy

Germany. The September/October 1944 issue carried an article titled ‘‘To Know the

Jews is to Understand the Meaning of the War.’’ After a review of the familiar Nazi

accusations, it concluded:

Who in this struggle can still speak of pity, brotherly love, etc.? Who believes that a

parasite (e.g., a louse) can be improved or changed?. . . We can only choose between

being devoured by the parasite or destroying it. The Jew must be destroyed
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wherever we meet him! In doing so, we commit no crime against life, rather serve
life’s law of struggle, which always oppose that which is an enemy to healthy life.81

This fit clearly with Nazism’s Darwinian approach to the natural world, since its

propaganda regularly claimed that less fit races deserved to perish, just as less fit

animals or plants.

The Reichspropagandaleitung put out a newsletter late in the war intended for local

group leaders. It repeated the familiar arguments, including quotations from

Kaufman, that the Jews intended the physical annihilation of Germany. In January

1945, it regretted that Nazi propaganda had sometimes lost ‘‘the clear and consistent

line that is a foundation of National Socialist struggle: Death to the Jews.’’ The final

phrase was also the article’s title.82

To recapitulate, the Nazis claimed that Jews were attempting to destroy Germany in

a physical sense, stressing that their words were not the result of rhetorical excess, but

of a coldly serious plan. The only response was to destroy the Jews, once again in a

literal sense. The propaganda ring newsletter for Gau Moselland made the connection

clearly in November 1941, after a discussion of Kaufman’s pamphlet:

The Führer made the claim in one of his major speeches before the war began: ‘‘If
the Jews should succeed in plunging the European peoples into a bloody war once
more, these peoples and nations will not perish, rather the Jews will be destroyed.’’
It was a hard, pitiless statement that many did not take seriously, interpreting it
only in an allegorical manner. But the Jews knew that a death warrant stood behind
this prophecy that would inevitably come to pass if plutocracy and Bolshevism one
day collapsed, and were replaced by a new world order.83

Even in 1941, the point is that Hitler’s words should be taken literally*/and that was

when it still seemed that Germany would win the war.

The frequent Nazi claim that the Jews were out to destroy Germany became

inextricably linked to the less frequent argument for murdering Jews: it was kill or be

killed. Germans grew used to hearing the words ‘‘destruction’’ and ‘‘extermination’’

applied both to themselves and to Jews. Gradually, the terms became, if not

comfortable, at least familiar. The idea of the death of the Jews became acceptable.

How Credible was the Argument?

That brings us to the final questions. What was the impact of the argument? Did

Germans believe that the Jews in fact intended their extermination, and that the Nazis

intended to exterminate the Jews?84 Was German anti-Semitism increased as a

result?85 These are tangled questions without simple answers.

The general scholarly issue regarding the impact of German anti-Semitic

propaganda centers on the degree to which it persuaded Germans to be anti-Semitic.

Otto Dov Kulka summarizes the disagreement in this way:

One interpretation holds that the silence or general passivity toward the fate of the
Jews was the result of indifference, of not knowing or not wanting to know, or,
alternatively, of a repression of such knowledge. The second interpretation views
the absence of a pronounced reaction and the general passivity toward the physical
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annihilation of the Jews as the expression of a broad consensus on the government’s
policy, a kind of tacit agreement that there was no need to take an active stand on
the subject. This analysis views the emerging passive orientation as the cumulative
effect of the German population’s gradual internalization and assimilation of the
claims and content of the war propaganda on the country’s ‘‘life and death
struggle’’ against the driving force behind its enemies.86

The first interpretation is held by scholars like Ian Kershaw.87 The extreme version of

the second interpretation is held by Daniel Goldhagen.88 The fresh material in this

essay supports the first interpretation, suggesting that the German response to the

Nazi anti-Semitic argument was more indifference than internalization. Despite the

steady anti-Semitic propaganda we have surveyed, Nazi internal communication

consistently worried about the lack of passionate anti-Semitism on the part of the

German population.89

Anti-Semitism increased gradually as the war went on. For the first two years, most

Germans did not pay much heed to the alleged Jewish threat, since there seemed little

chance the Jews would be able to do anything to Germany. Propaganda emphasized

Germany’s other enemies, and the Nazis were winning the war. The Security Service

(Sicherheitsdienst or SD) of the SS provided confidential reports on public morale

until 1943, when Goebbels had them eliminated because they too accurately reflected

public doubts about the war.90 A July 1941 SD report, written after the first

appearance of the Kaufman story, noted that people read newspaper accounts with

interest, but without any particular concern. ‘‘Frequently, there were characteristic

expressions of popular humor: ‘Sure, they would if they could.’’’ It did seem to

strengthen anti-Semitic attitudes, but others saw it as propagandistic preparation for

the expected entrance of the United States into the war.91

In the national euphoria of the first months of the Russian campaign*/as late as

October 10, 1941, the party newspaper’s headline was ‘‘The Great Hour has Come:

The Campaign in the East is Decided’’92*/Germans were more interested in

approaching victory than in dealing with the Jews, who seemed defeated. Goebbels

himself wrote the Jews off as a threat in July 1941: ‘‘The Jews talk as if they were really

strong, but soon they will have to move their tents and run like rabbits from the

approaching German soldiers.’’93

An SD report in November 1941 noted that Diewerge’s pamphlet had had a

favorable effect, but that the message was getting across slowly.94 Although the SD

reports are relatively objective as Nazi sources go, they were written by fanatic Nazis

(Otto Ohlendorf, the editor, was executed after the war for his role in the murder of

90,000 people, mostly Jews, in the Soviet Union) who wanted to see what the Nazis

thought was true, even if that sometimes required ignoring or minimizing contra-

dictory evidence. If the report claimed that the message was getting across slowly, not

the result the Nazis wished for, it is probably an accurate observation. The winter

battles, however, made Germans more aware of the war’s gravity, and probably more

susceptible to anti-Semitic propaganda. A spring 1942 report from Detmold found

the pamphlet had been effective in persuading even those not friendly toward the

Nazis that Jewish revenge was to be feared.95 Another report from about the same
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time stated that many had been convinced of Jewish responsibility for the war by

Kaufman’s pamphlet.96

As the war situation worsened, Germans began to worry more about what might

happen in the event the war ended badly. By the time of Stalingrad, morale reports

found that people feared the retribution that would follow a lost war.97 Germans

knew enough to realize that the rest of the world, and in particular the Jews, had

reason for revenge. However, even then people tended to direct their enmity toward

the immediate threat of enemy bombers that appeared every day rather than the

distant Soviets or the even more distant Jews. The constant stream of articles about

Allied plans for Germany even tended to backfire. People got tired of reading them,

but as an SD report noted, they also discouraged citizens, since they suggested that

the Allies were so confident of victory that they had no hesitation about telling the

Germans what would happen to them once the war was over.98

Moreover, the Nazis had announced so many Allied threats to dismember Germany

and kill its population that they had lost their news value. Even real Allied plans (for

example, to strip Germany of significant parts of its territory) failed to upset people

greatly. As a morale report noted in November 1944, people expected Germany to

lose territory to its neighbors after the war, but did not think that being part of

France, Belgium, or Holland would be all that bad. It would probably save them from

Bolshevism.99 The Soviets were another matter. The mass migrations of people fleeing

toward the west as the Red Army approached were testimony both to the effectiveness

of anti-Bolshevist propaganda and to the knowledge Germans had of what their

country had done to the Soviet Union.

Despite constant propaganda that the Allies would make no distinctions, but

would view every German as an enemy to be killed or shipped to Siberia, Germans in

general failed to accept the argument. Germans made a clear distinction between the

Western Allies and the Soviets, despite propaganda’s claims that the same murderous

Jewish spirit guided both. Even Goebbels, despite his regular claims that the British

and Americans were as bad as the Soviets, suggested that his wife flee with their six

children toward the west (though in the end, he and his wife killed their children

before themselves committing suicide).

Moreover, the Germans were weary of war that had no prospect of success. After

the failure of the Ardennes offensive in December 1944, there were no reasonable

grounds to hope the war could end well. Bad things might happen if Germany lost

the war, but bad things were already happening as the leveling of German cities

continued, as enemy armies approached from all directions, and as more death

announcements appeared in the newspapers. By spring 1945, morale reports found

that citizens were saying ‘‘Better an end with its horrors than horrors without end.’’100

In the end, Germans determined that, despite Nazi claims that the war was a

matter of life and death, it was not. Nazi threats of the Werewolves, who would wage

partisan warfare, proved empty. Germans generally accepted the Allies with little open

resistance, and endured less misery than Nazi propaganda had threatened (although

one should not forget the millions of refugees, many of whom died or lost all they

had, or the estimated two million German women raped, generally by Soviet troops).
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The Plausibility of Genocide

What about propaganda’s accurate claim that the Jews would be exterminated? It is

clear from my analysis that the Nazi argument for killing the Jews followed in time

the argument that the Jews were planning to destroy Germany. Hitler’s January 30,

1941 comments were among the mildest of his threats against the Jews, and he was

largely silent in public on the matter for the remainder of the year, although he spoke

often on it in private conversations. The invasion of the Soviet Union in June 1941

brought with it a burst of claims that the Jews were out to destroy Germany.

Kaufman’s material was only the most spectacular. Once the alleged Jewish plan to

destroy Germany had been driven into public consciousness, the propaganda system

began in November 1941 to build the argument for genocide, which grew in intensity

as the war situation worsened. It presented genocide as a necessary defense against

dreadful enemy intentions.

What Germans knew, and when they knew it, is still a controversial topic. By the

sobering winter of 1941�/1942 much information was circulating, based on rumor,

reports from soldiers, and vague media coverage. Although propaganda treated the

military situation in an optimistic manner, in fact the German offensive stalled, the

military was not prepared for winter in the field, and the Russians counter-attacked

with determination. The leadership realized the gravity of the situation, and the

public could not be entirely deceived. Propaganda began to present the alleged Jewish

threat with growing intensity. In his January 30, 1942 speech, Hitler recalled his

earlier threat that the Jews would be destroyed in a new war. The public took notice.

The SD report found that people attended to his statement that Germany would

demand ‘‘an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth,’’ and concluded that ‘‘the Führer’s

battle against Jewry would be fought to a pitiless conclusion, and that soon the last

Jew would be driven from European soil.’’101 Germans did not seem to expect mass

murder, but Hitler’s language suggested to them that Jews would suffer. They were

not distressed at the prospect.

As the war situation worsened and the Nazis intensified their anti-Semitic

propaganda, the German public found itself in an unpleasant situation. Enough

had been said already to convince any attentive citizen that dreadful things were being

done to the Jews (and on the Eastern front in general). People were at least

peripherally aware that the Nazis were carrying out their publicly stated threats to

deal with the Jews. Although many, probably most, Germans suspected enough of

what was happening to make them uncomfortable, the general reaction was to think

of pleasanter, or at least more immediate, matters. As J. P. Stern put it, Germans knew

enough to know that they did not want to know any more.102 On a similar line,

David Bankier argues that steady anti-Semitism had a numbing effect: ‘‘the more that

Goebbels raised the issue, the more the public manifested fatigue; the more that news

of mass murder filtered through, the less the public wanted to be involved in the final

solution to the Jewish question.’’103 In short, most Germans could make themselves

think of other things, and most did.104 Still, their knowledge of what Nazi propa-

ganda was saying could not but make them uneasy.
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Just as the Nazis did not need to persuade all Germans to be fanatical anti-Semites

(it was enough if most were indifferent to the fate of the Jews), so also it was not

necessary to persuade the population actively to support genocide. In fact, the Nazis

did all they could to keep specific details from reaching the public.105 It was enough if

most citizens were willing to accept the idea in the back of their minds. Nazi

propaganda in this regard was ‘‘a hint of a possibility,’’ in Meyer zu Uptrup’s words.106

The Nazis realized that attitudes changed gradually, and that the majority of the

German population did not share their murderous intent toward the Jews. Whenever

they took sudden action against the Jews (e.g., the 1933 boycott or the 1938 pogrom),

there was significant popular discomfort. Had the Nazis announced clearly what they

were doing in 1941, or even 1944, most Germans would have been shocked. Just as

gradually increasing anti-Semitic measures were accepted by the German public

before the war, so gradually increasingly murderous anti-Semitic rhetoric was

accepted. Had the Nazis won the war, the German public would not have been

concerned about what had become of the Jews. The Nazis would not have publicized

the details, and the general public feeling would probably have been that unpleasant

things had happened, but that the Jews had deserved most of it. Victory would have

made it easy to forget what Germans had never quite known for sure.

The Nazi attempt to justify the policy of genocide on the grounds that the enemy

intended the same toward Germany was not fully accepted by the German

population, but it had some success. It persuaded Germans that, at the least, losing

the war would have most unpleasant consequences, and they held out almost to the

end. The constant accusations they read and heard that the Jews were out to destroy,

wipe out, exterminate, or extirpate them made the hints provided by the less frequent

(but more accurate) claims that Germany intended the same for the Jews more

acceptable. Germans did not have to want to kill the Jews themselves; they only had to

be willing to let others do it for them.

Nazi rhetoric followed a careful and consistent plan in presenting the alleged

Jewish threat to Germany. As this essay has shown, the expressions of anti-Semitism

in the mass media that have been widely discussed in the literature were reinforced

and intensified in the less visible forums of public meetings and conversations, arenas

more immediate and sometimes more credible. This is consistent with the general

Nazi emphasis on word-of-mouth propaganda. It is not enough to focus on Nazism’s

public anti-Semitic rhetoric, as most previous studies have done. It is also critical to

consider what happened in channels outside the mass media, channels that allowed

Nazi propaganda to be blunter in stating the message, with little risk of adverse

foreign publicity.

As a postscript, it may be noted that the Nazi argument for genocide is used today

by neo-Nazis and revisionists, who still claim that Kaufman and those like him were

speaking for ‘‘World Jewry.’’ The revisionist David Irving, for example, who is better

at assiduous research than in drawing reasonable conclusions, cites Kaufman’s book

as a reason for Nazi anti-Semitic measures, asserting that Time magazine gave it high

praise.107 He obviously did not read what the magazine actually wrote. At Irving’s

annual revisionist conference on ‘‘Real History’’ held in Cincinnati in August 2003,
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amateur historian Charles Provan even argued that Kaufman’s book was the cause of

Hitler’s decision to kill the Jews.108

Although the Allies did not sterilize the German population or erase Germany

from the map, revisionists argue, Hitler and his regime were justified in their

campaign against the Jews. It was, after all, only self defense. If such nonsense is

believed even today, it perhaps helps to explain why ordinary Germans during World

War II could read and hear the same claims and give them at least some credibility.
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